
Registration is required.

Limited number of tickets for USA viewers only.

Ticket sales will open on Sunday, September 17th at 11:00 AM EDT.

Screening period is from Friday, September 22nd to 
Monday, September 25th starting/ending at 7:00 PM EDT.

WE MAKE ANTIQUES!

OSAKA DREAMS

『嘘⼋百 なにわ夢の陣』

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

The hilarious and heartwarming We Make Antiques! (2018) series has a brand-new story. Don’t
worry if you did not catch the first two. This third installment is a great time to jump right in! 

Norio and Sasuke both have an eye for antiques. They’re competent (more or less), and their
hearts are in the right place. In this installment of the We Make Antiques! film series, they find
themselves on different sides of a race to find a rare tea bowl. 

Among the prized set of artifacts used by feudal ruler TOYOTOMI Hideyoshi, the one item yet to
be recovered is a rare tea bowl called “The Phoenix.” An antique dealer, Norio, is recruited by a
major firm to help them find the bowl, while the skilled but struggling potter, Sasuke, is recruited by
an avant-garde artist who wants it as inspiration for his art. Will anyone find the bowl? And what do
they want with this piece of Japanese history? Have a laugh and learn a little as these two embark
on another humorous and high stakes caper.  

Starring NAKAI Kiichi and SASAKI Kuranosuke 

We Make Antiques! OSAKA DREAMS |  In Japanese with English subtitles | Not Rated | 2023
| 122 min | Directed by TAKE Masaharu 

Virtual screening hosted online by the Japan Information & Culture Center, Embassy of Japan

and co-presented with the Japan Commerce Association of Washington DC, Inc.

This event is free with a limited number of tickets available to online attendees in the US
only. Registration through EVENTIVE is also required in order to receive access to the
virtual screenings. This screening will be accessible through Eventive. Online 72-hour
window begins on September 22nd at 7:00 PM EDT and ends on Monday, September
25th at the same time.

In the event of a cancellation or if you require further assistance, 
please contact us at jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp. Thank you!

1150 18th Street NW, Suite 100 | Washington, D.C. 20036-3838
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